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As the global economy has become interconnected and the Internet
ubiquitous, jurisdictional conflicts involving States, p rivate actors, and
regulatory agencies are becoming increasingly common. States also

frequently assert their jurisdiction over conduct occurring outside their own
territory, p articularly with regard to conduct on the Internet.1

...
During this time, data p rotection law has evolved from a niche area to one
that has ap p lication to nearly any field. Data p rotection law gives rights to
individuals in how data identifying them or p ertaining to them are
p rocessed, and subjects such p rocessing to a defined set of safeguards.
Following enactment of the first data p rotection laws in Europ e in the
1970s,2 the Council of Europ e Convention for the Protection of Individuals
with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data3 was adop ted, and...
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